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REVIEWS

O h , T o

B e in M id d l e -e a r t h

The 1997 T o lk ien C alendar H a r p e r P r is m , N e w

Y o rk , N Y ,

ISB N : 0-06-105525-5

This year's Tolkien calendar, illustrated by John Howe,
features a return to the stapled-in-the-middle style, a
change from the spiral bound calendars of the past two
years. It also is presented in a horizontal format, as op
posed to the square shapes of recent memory. The back
ground behind each painting, including the cover, is a
drab, pebbly gray, but this is easily ignored as one takes
the yearly pictorial journey through Middle-earth.
The cover painting, rimmed by a border of skillfully
rendered Celtic knotwork, is a promising aerial view of the
Misty Mountains, M irkwood and the Lonely Mountain.
Unfortunately, this is all but obliterated by giant title
lettering in resplendent red. Never have w e been more
boldly told that this is indeed the Tolkien calendar. The
hard-to-see central landscape is also bordered by a twist
ing, golden Smaug. The dragon is quite an achievement,
his one quirk being his sleepy face. Smaug w ould have
been more effective with a more sinister countenance.
H owe seem s to be trying for it, but doesn't quite pull it off.
January: "Descent to Rivendell" was so blatantly not
originally intended as a calendar piece, but as a book
cover, that a poem (the Elves' gentle mocking of Bilbo and
the Dwarves) had to be printed on the left-hand side of the
picture to hide its gaping emptiness. Only very vague
mountains are visible in the upper portion of this "back
cover" of the painting. Running dow n the spine of the
piece, and flanking both the extreme left and right sides
are stone pillars with dragon-crowned capitals, imagina
tively painted.
The right-hand side of the painting is well done. A light
rain is in the air as Bilbo and one of the Dwarves make their
way dow n into the valley of Rivendell. Rocks and trees and
lush green grasses enrich this part of the work. The Last
Homely H ouse, perhaps a tad too much like an Austrian
castle in design, nevertheless makes a beckoning destina
tion in the center background.
Despite som e minor peculiarities in perspective, Feb
ruary's "An Unexpected Party" works quite well. A satis
fying blend of warm and cool (almost too cool) light helps
establish the tensions in the scene. Bilbo, looking a bit like
a deer caught in the headlights of a pickup truck, is an
overwhelm ed host to a roomful of music-making Dwar
ves. Gandalf, puffing a pipe and intently watching the
proceedings, sits like a silver phantom near a large round
window.

Although the viewer might not necessarily agree with
Howe's depiction of Bilbo and the Dwarves, this remains
an effective painting. It is interesting to note that Bilbo has
an unusual amount of framed paintings on the walls of his
home — quite the cultivated gentlehobbit!
March: "The Treason of Isengard" This is an odd title,
since the painting has nothing to do with Isengard. It is,
instead, an indifferent rendering of Edoras. The city and
the great hall are situated atop a little hill that is altogether
too steep — and too tiny — to have any real correlation to
what Tolkien described.
The mountains loom ing in the background, nearly ob
scured by a blanket of cloud, seem unnaturally top-heavy.
Almost unnoticed in the lower right com er is what ap
pears to be a small squad of m ounted soldiers. The far
background is suitably atmospheric, but there's little here
to stir the blood. An inoffensive, but not particularly inter
esting, entry.
April: "The War of the Ring" The location of this scene in
the midst of a river or pool of water isn't exactly what Tolkien
described, but it's a handsome treatment all the same. Howe
puts both Frodo and Sam up in the tree on the left of the
painting, when in fact it was only Sam who climbed up into
the branches for a better look. The raging Oliphaunt would
have been a much more present threat if he had not been
placed so deep in the background. This is not the best version
of this scene ever painted, but it acquits itself well.
May's "Tolkien's Middle-earth" map is interesting for
the small pictures bordering it. The map itself is visually
pedestrian, an unexciting rendition of Tolkien's classic
map. But the narrow borders contain some notable Mid
dle-earth images — on the left, the Dark Tower, and below
that a pair of Nazgul in flight. On the right, Gandalf rides
Shadowfax to Minas Tirith. Below the map are tiny por
traits of Gandalf and Gollum, the former more successful
than the latter. And above is a three-part idyll of Rohan,
the Shire, and (possibly) Gondor. It is a pity these border
pictures were not rendered larger. They are far more in
teresting than the map itself.
June's topsy-turvy "Treebeard" may claim the distinc
tion of the first Middle-earth calendar painting to be pub
lished upside down. Exactly how this went unnoticed by
the publishers remains a mystery, especially since the
inversion so clearly puts the artist's signature in the upper
right corner of the painting.
The piece itself, even w hen view ed the correct way, is
unremarkable. Perhaps that is w hy it was inadvertently
inverted. H owe uses smoky yellow-grays throughout,
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which causes m ost of the com position's elem ents to ap
pear to blend into one another. This markedly compresses
the depth of field of the picture, and so there remains little
sense of "place." Treebeard himself, what little w e see of
him, is forgettable — not offensive, but sim ply not very
distinctive. Perhaps this is better view ed upside down....
July: "A Hobbit Dwelling" N ot just any hobbit dwelling,
this is clearly Bag-End as originally visualized by Tolkien
and here given a full-blown painted treatment. H ow e does
a good job with the warm, softly glow ing surfaces of wood,
and the polished stone floor. The open door allows a view
of the land beyond — dream-like and indistinct.
W ithout a hobbit in the picture for scale, Bag-End's
barrel-vaulted ceiling seem s more cavernous than it
ought, and the door looks unnaturally large. But even
Tolkien's original version, with Bilbo in the picture, was
not to proper scale, so this is a minor quibble of little
consequence in an otherwise fine painting.
August: "Nienor and Glaurung" The m ost striking
thing about this picture is the use of the complementary
colors of blue and orange for a strong visual impact. The
natural elem ents are remarkably effective. Glaurung, sad
to say, is less so. Where the dragon's eye should be daunt
ing and baleful, it is instead bored and disinterested. Glau
rung lies draped on a hilltop, looking m uch more like an
iguana with a pituitary problem than a dragon. Nienor,
though, has suitably fallen under Glaurung's evil spell.
And if there is one thing H ow e paints effortlessly, it is long,
lush, richly-colored grassland.
H ow e usually pulls it all together in one painting in
each of his calendars, and September's "Ungoliante and
Melkor" holds that distinction. In this triptych, the left and
right panels show stark, forbidding gray walls. Before the
walls are leaden m ists and the menacing glow of lava from
rents in the tortured earth. These tw o panels flank a thor
oughly chilling depiction of Ungoliante em erging through
a sheer, stony m ountain cleft. An arrogant Melkor stands
on a ledge, his arms crossed, waiting impatiently for her.
H ow e paints Death's heads on the body of the hideous
creature, and this contributes to the horror — as if these
are remnants of Ungoliante's m any victims. H ow e also
uses flashes of reflected light to accent the creature. This
sets her off from the rocks behind her in a subtle, yet
terrifying way. The brooding red glow of the sky behind
the monster creates an undercurrent of warning and
dread. This is an altogether terrific picture — H ow e's one
true unqualified winner in the calendar.
October: "The Drow ning of Anadune" Whatever else
can be said about H ow e's technique, one thing is for
certain: he paints sw ell swells. His depiction of raging
waters is unm atched here. The light — ranging from the
cold blue-w hite of the sea spray to the greenish-brown of
stormy heavens charged w ith lightning — comm ands
complete attention. It is a disappointm ent, therefore, amid
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all of this realistic natural fury, that H ow e lim ns an utterly
lackluster temple drowning in the waves. The slightly
skewed perspective of the temple is irksome. The structure,
to put it simply, is not rendered very convincingly. While
the smoke and flame rising from its apex is a persuasive
detail, the temple itself is slick and antiseptic. So don't
bother looking at it — take in those terrific w aves instead.
November: "Sir Gawain and the Green Knight" H ow e
captures a positively m ythic atm osphere in this painting.
A handful of ancient standing stones adorned w ith m ys
terious, weathered carvings help to properly set the m ood,
as do the hazy features of the deep background. In the
lower left com er, Gawain's patient, bent-necked horse,
framed by the bare limbs of leafless bushes, bears echoes
of N. C. W yeth's m ediaeval illustrations. The stony-eyed
Green Knight, ax in hand, is suitably enorm ous and threat
ening. He faces Sir Gawain, w ho bravely awaits the im 
pending confrontation. This is a solid painting, one of the
better ones in the calendar.
December: "Gandalf and the Balrog" This piece cap
tures the sheer horror of this oft-depicted scene. The low
angle of the observer allow s for the loom ing Balrog to
dominate the com position. The blue-gray and fiery red of
the background, and the black and sable of the Balrog
him self all create a feeling of pow er and abject terror.
Two caveats: If H ow e w ou ld have repositioned Gandalf's left arm (with w hich he lifts his blazing staff), he
could have show n the wizard's face. This w ou ld have
done a great deal to increase the picture's impact. Also,
H ow e's placem ent of a swath of sm oke and the arcing
curve of the Balrog's w ing over the bridge makes it appear
as if Gandalf is the one standing on a mere tongue of the
structure. It looks as if nothing exists behind the wizard,
except the abyss below him. The effect is rather like Gan
dalf sawing off a tree limb — w hile sitting on the very
branch which he is cutting. Clearly, this is not what H ow e
intended, but in an otherw ise com pelling picture, there it
is. Resist the urge to snicker.
It is gratifying, in this age of flashing, fleeting images
and blink-of-an-eye change, that HarperCollins provides
us each year with a w elcom ed breather — a chance to walk
without hurry the paths of Middle-earth. Although this
calendar does have inconsistencies that keep it from being
ranked amid the top Tolkien calendars, it does possess
individual paintings that are alone worth its price. We can
thank the publisher, the artist, and the Tolkien estate for
such favors.
— Paula DiSante
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The S ta rlit Jewel A v a lo n R isin g Flowinglass Music, 2821
Truman Ave. Oakland, CA 94605

...the clear voice of the minstrel rose like silver and gold.... And he
sang to them...until their hearts, wounded with sweet words, over
flowed, and their joy was like swords, and they passed in thought
out to regions where pain and delight flow together and tears are
the very wine of blessedness.
The Return of the King

Half of the songs on this captivating tape, The Starlit
Jewel, were originally know n as The Rivendell Suite, a m u
sical setting for seven poem s by J. R. R. Tolkien. It's been
nearly three decades since distinguished fantasy author
Marion Zimmer Bradley wrote the m elodies for these
seven songs. N o w they are new ly arranged and performed
by Mediaeval-Celtic fusion ensemble Avalon Rising, with
six additional Tolkien poem s and original m elodies to
round out the collection.
Avalon Rising, which performed to acclaim at the 1996
M ythcon in Boulder, is Margaret Davis, Kristoph Klover,
Deirdre McCarthy and Beth Milne. They are joined on the
tape by a number of talented guest musicians and singers.
The songs cover poem s from The Hobbit and The Lord of the
Rings, "sung" in the books by such Middle-earth luminar
ies as Bilbo, Frodo, Aragom , Legolas and Galadriel. In The
Starlit Jewel, Davis, Klover and McCarthy share the bulk of
the singing duties — and splendidly so. This is a work that
begs for many listenings, much as a hobbit might clamor to
hear, over and over, his favorites tunes from near and far.
The group plays beautifully to its strengths — effortless
harmonies and deft facility in numerous traditional and
m odem instruments. In "Hobbit Walking Song," one hears
arguably the most recognizable of Tolkien's poems: "Roads
go ever ever on..." It is a charming tune, the voices comfort
ably hobbit-like, friendly and familiar. Recorders and harp
add to this charm. The m elody is uncomplicated and simple,
the unmistakable sound of a heart yearning for home.
"Lament for Boromir," is a measured, evocative elegy
for a beloved dead warrior. In some ways, the musical
setting and vocals here are almost better suited to a song
by the Rohirrim, rather than the m en of Gondor. The "slow
voices of the Riders stirred the hearts even of those who
did not know the speech of that people," as Tolkien de
scribed. Although sung in English, "Lament for Boromir"
has that same mournful, m oving effect.
"Galadriel's Lament" and "Song of the Eldar in Exile"
are showcases for Davis's crystal soprano. Klover's vocals
on "Merry Old Inn," as w ell as the energetic music, gives
the song a light-hearted feel one m ight term "hobbit bluegrass." "When Spring Unfolds," the song of the Ent and
the Entwife, has echoes of 19th century American frontier
tunes, very much like Western ballads sung around a
campfire. As such, the guitar work on "When Spring U n
folds" is particularly appropriate. Overall, the musicianship displayed in the entire collection is excellent.
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The real standout am ong a tape full of gem s is "Lay of
Nimrodel," which opens with the elegant, floating notes
of a recorder so keen and pure as to be almost oriental in
its sound and in its depth of longing. A steady fall of
silvery notes from Davis's harp shapes the m elody, trans
forming the singer's chant into a river of w ords and music
flow ing effortlessly over the listener.
This poem is one of Tolkien's m ost haunting, and this
exquisite new music makes it even more so. Davis accom
panies her ow n soaring lead vocal, to eventually be joined
by others, m eshing m elody and harm ony into sheer magic.
The song is so quintessentially Elvish as to give the listener
chills. It is best experienced with the volum e up and eyes
closed. Let Davis's voice sw eep you into the m idst of the
song, pierce you to the heart, then let you go. You w ill not
escape unchanged.
The Starlit Jewel is a rare collection — a m ust for admir
ers of Tolkien's Middle-earth poetry and for lovers of
well-played, w ell-sung music. With luck it w ill one day
make its w ay onto the more permanent m edium of com 
pact disc. In the meantime, you'll find yourself wearing
out the tape. H ighly recommended.
— Paula DiSante

E d ito r ia l C a r p e n tr y
C.S. Lewis, Letters ofC.S. Lew is, edited w ith a m em 
oir by W.H. Lewis, revised and enlarged edition
edited by Walter Hooper. London: Collins Fount Paper
backs, 1988; San Diego: Harcourt Brace & Company, 1993 [i.e. 1994],
528 pp. ISBN 0-00-627329-7 (Collins), 0-15-650871-0 (Harcourt Brace).

This important new edition of selected letters by C.S.
Lewis has appeared at last in the United States, six years
after its publication in Great Britain. It seem s incredible
that it should have taken so long to cross the Atlantic, to a
land where Lewis is held in perhaps the greatest esteem
anywhere in the world, and that it should have appeared,
in America as in Britain, without fanfare. It is an essential
book which belongs on the shelf of every Lewis enthusiast
and scholar. The original selection of letters by C.S. Lewis
was published in 1966 by Geoffrey Bles, London, and
Harcourt, Brace & World, N ew York. It w as "edited, with
a memoir, by W.H. Lewis," but in truth it was not entirely
his work, nor was it the book he had intended. Warren
"Warnie" Lewis had written a life of his brother portrayed
through letters joined with commentary. Jocelyn Gibb of
Geoffrey Bles rejected this approach and engaged Christo
pher Derrick to transform Warren's biography into a col
lection of extracts from letters and from C.S. Lewis' jour
nal, with the barest annotation. Warren accepted this
change of direction with m ixed feelings, as he confided to
his ow n journal on 16 April 1966: "Definitely it is no longer
m y book at all, for this b u syb ody Derrick has perform ed
the m ost ruthless surgery on it; and som e of it inexpli
cable." Warren objected in particular to the addition of
"philosophical" letters to O wen Barfield. But, he contin-
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ued, "this [is] not to say that I think it a bad book; I regret
the om issions (and inclusions) but what has been retained
seem s readable" (Brothers and Friends: The Diaries of Major
Warren Hamilton Lewis, ed. Kilby and Mead, 1982). Walter
Hooper, in his introduction to the new Letters, adds further
details to this story. Jocelyn Gibb was afraid to publish a
book as large as Warren had written; the number of letters
was cut by about half; only about one-half of Warren's
original narrative w as put into the "memoir." Hooper
quotes a long self-defense by Christopher Derrick, w ho
describes his work on the book as having been "editorial
carpentry," only "one such job am ong many" done to the
best of his ability and his em ployer's satisfaction.
In Hooper's words, this new edition is "as close to
being a restoration of W.H. Lewis' original book as I am
able to make it." M any of the letters in the 1966 selection
have been enlarged, and are joined by another eighty-nine
letters (enumerated by Joe Christopher in Mythlore 71, pp.
58-59) as w ell as by linking passages of biography and
bibliography, footnotes, and two very useful indexes.
Also, more dates of writing have been included, and places
of writing are now identified. In length, the book is
roughly fifty percent larger than the earlier edition. Read
ers w ill find, for example, m any more letters from Lewis
to his father, to O wen Barfield, to Lewis' future biographer
Roger Lancelyn Green, and to Dorothy Sayers, and more
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references to J.R.R. Tolkien. A lso here is a longer excerpt
from Lewis' notable letter of 20-21 July 1940, describing
the conception of Screwtape.
In addition, Hooper has compared the letters publish
ed in 1966 to the original manuscripts and has m ade
num erous changes to punctuation, capitalization, contrac
tion, and word order: for example, "not inclined to" be
comes "inclined not to," and "not at all vague" becom es
"not vague at all." Warren Lewis had taken, H ooper says,
a "free hand" in his editing and "improved" his brother's
words as he saw fit. H ooper has sought not only to correct
errors and editorial changes to the original letters but to
restore som e of their flavor. For example, in Lewis' letter
of 25 October 1916 to Arthur Greeves, the 1966 edition has
"I am at present suffering from a flash of poverty"; the new
edition includes the delightful phrase im m ediately follow 
ing, "poverty comes in flashes like dullness or pleasure."
From the same letter, the earlier edition has only "I have
read today som e ten pages of 'Tristram Shandy'"; the new
edition adds "and am w ondering whether I like it." And
again from this letter, at the end, the 1966 edition has only
"Tang-tang, there goes eleven o'clock," not the extension
of that sentence, "'Tis almost faery time."
Without imm ediate access to the original letters, one
cannot judge the accuracy of this n ew edition. H owever, a
few details suggest that it m ay not be free from error. In
Lewis' letter to Arthur Greeves of 7 March 1916, Letters has
"along the little stream of the faery wood" and "you won't
be able to stop until you finish" (the latter reading also in
the 1966 edition). But Hooper's 1979 volum e, They Stand
Together: The Letters of C.S. Lewis to Arthur Greeves
(1914-1963), has "along that little stream to the faery
wood" and "you w on't be able to stop until you have
finished" (italics mine) in its printing of the same letter.
Which readings are correct? And w hy, to give another
example, in the letter to Warren Lewis of 8 January 1917,
is the amount of the legacy given in the new Letters as
"£21," but in the 1966 edition as "£23 10. 0"?
These may be unimportant quibbles. I am bothered
more by Walter Hooper's introduction to the Letters, which
paints a picture of Warren Lewis that is often patronizing
and at times unfair. H ooper writes that "Wamie did noth
ing that a sane man w ould call wrong" in the w ay he
approached the writing of the book that became Letters;
but the cum ulative effect of Hooper's introduction (even
if unintended) is to put dow n Warren in order to justify
his ow n efforts in producing the new edition. (Warren
Lewis died in 1973, so cannot offer a rebuttal.) Also, I am
puzzled by H ooper's account of beginning this work. The
British publisher, Collins, asked him to correct whatever
errors were in the 1966 edition, to prepare it for reprinting
in 1988, the twenty-fifth anniversary of the death of C.S.
Lewis. H ooper says that George Sayer, author of the excel
lent biography Jack: C.S. Lewis and His Times, had noted a
discrepancy betw een a passage in Lewis' journal and a
transcription by Warren. M ight Warren have m ade other
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errors in transcription? H ooper wondered, and began his
work on the new Letters by comparing the earlier edition
with the original letters. "I was very surprised to discover
what a free hand W am ie had taken in editing them," he
writes. According to Hooper's ow n account, this was in
late summer 1987; but did he not discover Warren's "free
hand" at least eight years earlier, w hen preparing They
Stand Together? The very first letter in Letters, in both
editions, is to Arthur Greeves, published at greater length
in They Stand Together, and in the 1966 Letters alterations
may be detected, compared with They Stand Together, as
soon as one reads two lines. Or did Hooper never compare
that original letter with the earlier published text?
— Wayne G. Hammond

S e n s u o u s P re c is io n
Brian Rosebury, Tolkien — A C ritical A ssessm ent
(Basingstoke, Hampshire: The Macmillan Press, 1992/ N ew
York: St. Martin's Press, 1994 ), 167 pp- ISBN 0 -333-53896-X./
ISBN 0-312-07583-9.

The list of works published by J.R.R. Tolkien in his life
time is of moderate length, though posthumous publications
have lengthened it considerably to some 25 or so. By my
count the works of commentary and/or literary criticism
have reached about forty, and are, to be generous, uneven.
In the past decade British criticism has begun to enrich the
analysis of Tolkien by a notable degree, and Rosebury's
study is a useful addition to that on-going process.
The organization of the book is deliberately ahistorical,
although not entirely so. Rosebury w ishes to avoid or at
least to demonstrate his disapproval of the more egregious
attempts to interpret Tolkien, such as attributing the One
Ring to Tolkien's reaction to the Atomic Bomb. In fact, he
does give an historical/biographical chapter, putting it
last where it can presumably do the least harm, and there
he offers some very reasonable and appropriate sources
for certain of Tolkien's images in certain aspects of the
author's life.
The first and second chapter are devoted to The Lord of
the Rings, dealing with its "Conception" and "Execution"
respectively. H e explains his m ethod and intention very
admirably in his final chapter: "Throughout this work I
have sought to em phasize the modernity, in the chrono
logically w idest sense, of Tolkien's best work; its affinities
to the tradition of the novel, its marked elements of real
ism, its predominantly non-archaic diction and syntax."
(p. 133) These sections seem to m e to be well-argued (if the
points are belabored, there is good reason; his thesis is not
universally shared!). I was particularly delighted by his
way of characterizing Tolkien's descriptive gifts as pos
sessing "a certain sensuous precision, distinctive of
Tolkien." (p. 1l l ) I also agree that for many readers, "The
effectiveness of [LotR] is founded, not upon the presumed
truth of Christian doctrine, but rather upon the emotional
appeal of a pow erfully re-imagining of the world, which
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affirms its essential goodness, locates evil in negation, and
relates ethical and peri-ethical values to the fundamentally
affirmative conception." (p. 140) This affirmation, though,
is hard-won and set like the pure star glim psed by Sam in
the depths of his journey with Frodo, in a world also
characterized by suffering.
Dividing this detailed and successful defense of
Tolkien's avow ed masterpiece [LotR] from the biographi
cal analysis with which his study concludes, Rosebury
treats what he calls the "Minor Works, 1914-1973," Here
he essentially dism isses The Silmarillion and the other post
hum ous publications with a few paragraphs, lum ps The
Hobbit with the other, shorter, volum es, and concludes by
calling Smith of Wootton Major and LotR "Tolkien's finest
works," adding that they are m ost characterized by "a
profound earnestness," (p.141) and pointing out, correctly,
that the major element of Modernism lacking in most of
Tolkien's works is irony. In further defending his point, he
speaks of "the elements of neo-romantic earnestness in
Tolkien," (p. 143) and here he indeed comes close to iden
tifying the exact genre of The Lord of the Rings, the Romance.
I agree in general with his characterization of the socalled "minor" works, but I disagree totally with including
The Hobbit in that category. The Hobbit is a w ell-nigh perfect
work, deliciously playful, deeply magical, delightfully de
tailed, a created world depicted at hobbit-scale, and su
perbly readable — as I have proved in m y life as the mother
of eight children and the grandmother of seven. I read it
first as an adult, and love it still, in all its w him sy, its wit,
its unexpected poignancy, its sly detail. Why m ust its
delights be diminished in order to praise LotR?
This brings m e to a final cavil. W hy (since we're ask
ing), is it necessary in a supposedly non-biographicallybased analysis to compare Tolkien with C.S. Lewis and to
find the latter wanting? Lewis scholars almost never do
this; they lavish their praise upon both, perhaps reflecting
Lewis' ow n extremely inclusive and generous approach to
criticism. But it is a nagging, and maybe in the end a major
flaw in the many works of Tolkien criticism where it is,
regrettably, found. I w as sorry to m eet it, like a canker in
a flower, as demure as "a very young cancer" (to use one
of Lewis' m ost terrifying similes), in a work I had hoped
to praise.
Maybe, even in so well-argued a study as this, w e meet
an element in Tolkien criticism that needs to be confronted
and excised—a certain ungenerous, crabbed, fundam en
tally defensive attitude that Tolkien him self warned us
against when he portrayed Gollum dim inished by turning
inward upon his "Precious" w hen a w hole w ide world of
wonder has been presented to him. The relative lack of
critical approval for Tolkien beyond the circles of the
converted (a very large circle, of course) has, perhaps,
tended to make his defenders testy and, w ell, as I see I've
already said twice in this paragraph, defensive. But, as
Rosebury show s in the best part of this (on the whole)
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nicely argued study, such defensiveness is quite unneces
sary. Recommended.
— Nancy-Lou Patterson

G r o c e r y L is ts
George M usacchio, C.S. Lew is, M an and W riter:
E ssays and R eview s (Belton, Texas; University of Mary
Hardin-Baylor, 1994), 172 pp.

The author, w h o holds the Maybom Chair of Arts and
Sciences at the University which published this little vol
ume, says cheerfully that "If C.S. Lewis' grocery lists are
ever discovered and published, I w ill buy a copy." (xiii)
Fortunately, readers w h o are not quite so devoted w ill be
able to enjoy Dr. M usacchio's work. The book is, as its title
says, a collection of its author's "Essays and Reviews" on
the life and works of C.S. Lewis, with the em phasis upon
the works. This clarifying subtitle does not appear on the
book's cover, where the nam e "C.S. Lewis" is printed in
letters 2 1 /4 tall, w hile the author's nam e is printed in
letters only 3 / 16th of an inch tall; this sort of thing, totally
unnecessary, is out of the author's control!
Part I, " Biographical-Critical Studies," contains the
title essay, an overview of Lewis' career and work; "Court
ing M nemosyne," a brief but extremely interesting analy
sis of Lewis' m ethods of reading, "War Poet," briefly
devoted to several poem s in Spirits in Bondage, and four
book reviews, of C. S. Lewis at the Breakfast Table, Brothers
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and Friends, In Search of C.S. Lewis, and Clive Staples Lewis:A
Dramatic Life, which are reminiscences of Lewis; the letters
of W.H. Lewis; more reminiscences; and the worst biography
of Lewis, respectively. The reviews are succinct and effective.
Part II is considerably more substantial. Entitled "Criti
cal Studies of Selected Books," it contains this volum e's
m ost important essays, including the one for w hich Dr.
Musacchio is m ost likely to be cited in future, "Fiction in
A Grief Observed." Again, brief works and reviews are
included along with weightier essays. The contents in
clude: "Foreign words in The Discarded Image, which de
fines the Greek, Latin, Italian, French, German, and M id
dle English phrases and words w hich the author defines
as "unexplained foreign terms" (one suppresses a desire to
ask "foreign to whom?" since this essay is almost certainly
aimed at undergraduates, though they — the words —
cannot have been foreign to Lewis.) Some of the phrases,
like ad hoc, sui generis, and non sequiter are com m on in
English usage, but others are genuinely esoteric, though
not, one w ou ld have thought, to the intended readers of
The Discarded Image. I w on't say I wasn't grateful for the
help, of course! Next, at last, a splendid essay appears:
"Ransom's N ew Cosmology: Lewis' Old W orldview" is a
substantially detailed and illum inating analysis of the
Ransom Trilogy in terms of The Discarded Image. This is
follow ed by a strong essay, "The Pilgrimage of Elwin
Ransom" which explores the developm ent and matura
tion of Lewis' hero. Finally, in this triumvirate of essays,
"The Three Temptations of Perelandra's Queen" offers a
lucid and important interpretation of its subject. Dr.
M usacchio m editates, "Someday a Christian academic
steeped in m edieval and Renaissance literary history (as
Lewis was) and steeped in the works is going to write a
definitive analysis of Lewis' oeuvre." Reading the above
three essays makes the reader (me, anyway) w ish that Dr.
Musacchio w ould be that academic. As he says, "One can
only hope and anticipate!"
The m iddle portion of Part II contains "Study aids for
the Ransom Trilogy" which reads like a selection of its
author's classroom handouts, follow ed by four more re
view s, this time of Planets in Peril; C.S. Lewis, Spinner of
Tales; Past Watchful Dragons; and Reason and Imagination in
C.S. Lewis: A Study of Till We Have Faces. These are printed
to fit the chronological order of Lewis' books, not of the
books being review ed, and are of special value to those
w ho have already read the books. The significant, not to
say controversial, essay I m entioned above, "Fiction in A
Grief Observed," follow s with its fam ous argument that
Lewis' masterpiece of pastoral writing on m ourning is a
fictionalized work intended for "Everyman" and therefore
cannot be taken as autobiographical. I agree with the
central tenet, in that the contents are, like all of Lewis'
personal experiences, distanced m ost w hen m ost intensely
felt. His first autobiography appeared in the form of an
allegory, his second left out his entire relationship with his
long-time companion, Mrs. Moore, and he addressed his
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own spirituality only in his last book, Letters to Malcolm,
the im plied correspondent of which is fictitious, though
probably based in som e part on his m any friends, and,
interestingly, their w ives. I think that Lewis does tell us
about his experience of bereavem ent in A Grief Observed,
and that Dr. M usacchio is correct in saying that Letters to
Malcolm show s that Lewis had not lost his faith during his
period of mourning. But then, I thought A Grief Observed
showed that too! In any event, the presence of this major
essay alone w ou ld make this current volum e valuable to
the reader, and I find that several of the above essays keep
it good company.
Finally, Part II concludes w ith a delightful essay, never
before published, "The Telos of Literature in An Experi
ment in Criticism." Telos, as our author helpfully (and for
many of us, necessarily) explains, m eans "the 'en d / the
'final cause' of a poem , a play, or a novel." (p. 123) In Lewis'
case, that end is not so straightforward as one m ight have
imagined, as Dr. M usacchio says: "C.S. Lewis, m y favorite
author, goes out of his w ay to reject the view "that litera
ture is to be valued . . . for telling us truths about life." (p.
123) In exploring the question of what, then, is the telos of
literature, Dr. M usacchio leads us on a w itty and sophisti
cated tour of late 20th century critical thought, concluding,
"First, [Lewis] knew that literature should not form the
foundation of moral values; only God can provide that."
(p. 132) Literature, according to Lewis, m ust be read "for
its ow n sake," and for its "aesthetic values." (p.132) A
really potent and w ell-argued essay, this is also the last
essay in the volum e.
Part III, "Assessments Assessed," is com posed entirely
of reviews. These include Patches ofGodlight; C.S. Lewis and
the Church of Rome; The Restitution of Man; C.S. Lewis, the
Man and His God; and C.S. Lewis, a Critic Recriticized (Special
Issue of Studies in the Literary Imagination). All contain
insights worth reading. In line with Dr. M usacchio's cus
tom of including a survey of m isprints in his ow n book
reviews, I w ill conclude w ith the only one that caught m y
attention in his ow n work. He speaks, of p. 93, of "other
examples in the trilogy of the silly pointlessness if evuk.
What is the nature of evil, according to Lewis?" Clearly,
"if evuk" should read "of evil." A n exam ple, maybe, of the
"silly pointlessness" in question; just a sly little joke from
the tempter, I suppose. I alw ays w ondered w h o w as re
sponsible for typographical errors! Recommended.
— Nancy-Lou Patterson

E x c e rp ts

a n d

S e le c tio n s

Wayne M artindale and Jerry Root, The Q uotable
Lewis (Wheaton, Illinois: Tyndale H ouse Publishers, 1989), 651
pp. ISBN 0-8423-5115-9.

The author to w h om this book is devoted has evaluated
its editors' intended enterprise with his usual acerbity.
"The only use of selections," C.S. Lewis declared in Studies
in Medieval and Renaissance Literature, "is to deter those
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readers w ho w ill never appreciate the original, and thus
to save them from wasting their time on it, and to send all
others to the original as quickly as possible." (cited in
Martindale and Root, p. 198) Lewis has left out another
use, which is to provide (and remind) reviewers and other
readers like m e with wonderfully brief, potent, quotable
remarks like this one.
Martindale and Root have put together (and marked
with their ow n stamp) a very copious and useful, not to
say entertaining selection of Lewis' dicta from a w ide
variety of sources which has given m e several month's
pleasure while I read it as a daily meditational source. Like
all its ilk, its inclusions and exclusions reflect (and w hy
not?) the tastes, opinions, attitudes, and preoccupations of
its Editors. The categories are theirs, not Lewis'; more than
a few of the 1565 identifying words by which the quotes are
alphabetized are not actually in the quotes at all, as above,
where the word "Excerpts" serves to identify the quote
which deals, in Lewis' ow n words, with "selections."
Again, the authors understandably include material
on one subject of controversy w hile neglecting another;
one absent, for instance, is Lewis' opinions on abortion,
which (judging by those included in another collection of
quotes to be review ed w hen I've finished reading it) may
— or m ay not — match those of the editors. In a few places
Lewis is m ade to seem more extreme than he actually is,
as in the reiteration of his notion that the post-Christian is
to the pagan as a divorced person is to a virgin in the
quotes, several of w hich are translated from the Latin, the
term I have characterized above is rendered as "divorcee,"
giving by sim ple repetition of a w ord used over a period
of time but here presented like a series of ham m er-blows,
a m isogynist thrust that Lewis did not, I think, intend. Yet
again, at least one quote is excised from its con- text to give
an impression of Lewis' m eaning that does no justice to his
actual teaching in the com plete passage; I refer to the
excerpt appropriately entitled "Rights," where the citation
is cut short of the part w hich says what Lewis really
thought about a subject of w hich the Editors allow him to
say little beyond the irascible com m ent that "The man
preoccupied with his ow n rights is not only a disastrous,
but a very unlovely object. . ." (p. 520)
Finally, this book, which, I repeat, is very good and
very useful and w hich in the vast majority of cases pro
vides an excellent selection of Lewis' ideas, teachings,
insights, and beliefs, leaves almost untouched that aspect
of his writing which em bodies and addresses the supenal.
He w as more than a moralist, didact, and critic (one good
aspect of the work is its inclusion of literary criticism), At
his best (and no other selection of Lewis readings does this
elem ent justice either) he could invoke states of contem 
plation beyond those available from any other author I
know outside of the Bible: as he says in the selection
appropriately entitled "Symbolism", again from Studies in
Medieval and Renaissance Literature, "Symbols are the natural
speech of the soul, a language older and more universal than
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words." (Cited in Martindale and Root, p. 573) Highly recom
mended and greatly enjoyed, despite the above cavils.
— Nancy-Lou Patterson
More Reviews on page 63

F a x a n d E M a il
You can send letters, papers, and reviews to the Editor by
fax at 818-458-9822. You may also send them by email (This
will lose formatting of text, which is usually not a problem
for letters) to Glen GoodKnight, ggoodkni@lausd.kl2.ca.us.

E d ito ria l N o te
Mythlore has not printed poetry for m any issu es— but does
seek to print poem s that deal with Tolkien, Lewis or Wil
liams related themes. We are pleased to print the one, and
look forward to other poetry submisions. Such subm is
sions should be sent to the Editor.
— GG

SUBMISSIONS
Mythlore welcomes submissions of critical
articles, biographical studies, comparative
studies, book reviews and other related mate
rial. All written submissions, except letters for
publication should be in one of two forms:
(1) Typewritten subm issions should be double
spaced, w ith tw o copies. Articles should be in
"blind" subm ission format for editorial evalu
ation, w ith the nam e and address of the author
indicated only on the cover letter. They should
also include a short paragraph of biographical in
formation about the author for publication.
(2) IBM com patible formatted 5 1/4" or 3 1 / 2 "
disk, with a text print out, to verify format. The
files should be straight ASCII files unless the ma
terial has been written using Microsoft Word,
Word Perfect (4.2 or 5.0 versions), Wordstar, Multi
mate, Xerox Writer, XyWrite, Microsoft Windows
Write, or Volkswriter III (1.0 version). Disk sub
m issions save both time and expense. In effect,
this represents a much appreciated contribution,
and is encouraged w henever it is possible.

The MLA Handbook is the preferred style for arti
cles, except that short citations like ibid., op.cit., &
author and page number references alone, are best
incorporated within parentheses in the text, rather
than making them footnotes.
Any additional questions concerning submissions
should be sent to the Submissions Editor: Paul N o
lan Hyde, 8520 Jean Parrish Ct, Alberquerque,
NM 87122 USA.
Other questions concerning the journal should be
sent to the Editor: Glen H. GoodKnight, 245-F
S. Atlantic Blvd., Monterey Park, CA 91754 USA

M

e r e S h a d o w la n d s ( I n
M e m o r y o f C . S . L e w is )

F o r th e R o m a n tic
thru and thru, w ho
le a rn s to ro ll w ith th e
punches, who walks into
the ancient twilight
th ru verm ilio n su n a n d
c e r u le a n s k y - f o r th e
ro m a n tic f r o m s o u l to
spirit, w h o le a r n s to
run in eb ria ted w ith life,
w h o d r in k s th e w in e
o f C h r is t's s a c r ific e to
b e c o m e so b e r e n o u g h
fo r H is te a r s - f o r th e
romantic from flesh to
bone, w h o liv e s to d ie in th e
vein s o f d esire. w h o
sw im s again st th e tide o f
what is now surging,
to w a rd th a t d is ta n t c h o ir
o f w h a t o u g h t to b e - w h e r e
d o th e y fin d s p ir itu a l r e s t a s i m p le , d i r e c t p a s s i o n a t e
quest w h e r e th e a e s th e te
is n o t s la in b y tr u th ,
w h e r e A u tu m n ;s fa r flu n g
c e m e te r ie s
s u b m e r g e d
b e n e a th w e t c h a m e le o n
le a v e s m o c k t h e s u r e b e a t
o f r e lig io u s c a n t w h e r e
e c h o in g A n g lic a n b e lls c h a n t
a s m o k y W a g n e r ia n p u r g e
o v e r th e K iln 's h a llo w e e n
d irge? T o w h e r e d o
th ese p a l e s h a d o w l a n d s
lea d ? F o r w h o m d o
th e s e m o r t a l s s i l e n t l y
plead? - D a n ie l R . M ille r
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incantation and charm, a magician both creates the desired
effect in language and realizes this effect in material crea
tion" (p. 70), a process which Zimmer relates to ChristianNeoplatonic thought. The act of naming can also work
"magic": Elanor, for example, relates the beauty of Sam's
daughter to the beautiful golden flower on Cerin Amroth.
"Naming things through words which resemble them is a
general phenom enon of Middle-earth" (p. 72). Also evi
dent there is the practice of taking on a new name to signify
a change of being: Smeagol, for example, becomes Gollum
after he takes to thieving.
[WGH]

M o r e R e v ie w s
S ee W h at I A m
Charles W illiam s, The Figure o f Beatrice: A Study in
Dante (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 1994 [1943]), 236 pp. ISBN
0-85991-445-3.

In 1943, Dorothy L. Sayers read The Figure of Beatrice,
"not because it w as about Dante but because it was written
by Williams."1 In 1959, I read it for the same reason. I
didn't know then that in 1944 Miss Sayers had followed
her reading of it by taking a copy of Dante's Inferno into
her air raid shelter to read; it wasn't until 1963 that I read
her translation of The Divine Comedy and encountered
Dante for myself. She called Williams "the dead Master,"
and it is easy to see why.
I'm making this autobiographical reference and
hubristic comparison with the great Dorothy L. Sayers to
prove, I hope, that anyone can read The Figure of Beatrice
and be astounded, even before reading Dante. I recom
mend, of course, that one should read both, in any order
of choice. But like M iss Sayers, m y first-encounter with
Dante was through The Figure of Beatrice. Being at the time
30 years old, I ran into this book as into a wall. In its central
thesis I found absolute validation of m y life experiences
up to that date (don't worry, I'm not going to tell you about
them). That thesis holds that the experience of encounter
ing love for the first time is, indeed, an encounter with
Love, that divine Love w h o is, in fact, God. The lum inous
revelation of utter otherness, encountered in those early
hours of a young person's life, in, that is, the first love
encounter (this has nothing to do whatsoever with any
form of physical consum mation) is, Williams argues in this
remarkable book, nothing other than an encounter with
the infinitely and eternally Real, the utterly and absolutely
True, and the entirely and ineradicably Good. It is a gift,
perhaps the gift, and one can properly base an entire
lifetime upon this revelation, as Dante did.
The bearer of this revelation for Dante w as Beatrice, an
actual girl, and Williams' thesis is, wonderfully, that the
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Beatrice of The Divine Comedy is the Beatrice of Dante's
actual life, not a symbol or a figure but a true and actual
human being. I have just finished reading, in preparation
for his review, the above-mentioned reprint of The Figure
of Beatrice all the w ay through for the second time, at the
age of 65, and find it to match — I suppose nothing could
surpass — its original impact, and I certainly celebrate the
fact that it is now available again.
I don't know if The Figure of Beatrice w ill strike you as
forcibly as it did your reviewer, let alone as forcibly as it
did Miss Sayers, but if you are encountering it for the first
time, you are in for a w ild and wonderful ride. William
says in his very first paragraph: "This study of Dante is
intended to pay particular attention to the figure of Bea
trice and to the relation of that figure to all the rest," (p. 7)
and he keeps his promise. Beatrice is presented not sim ply
as a figure for, but an actual example of the Way of Af
firmation, the finding of the Divine in the world instead of
beyond it. Williams concludes:
"Wherever any love is — and som e kind of love in
every man and wom an there m ust be — there is either
affirmation or rejection of the image, in one or another
form. If there is rejection — of that Way there are many
records. Of the affirmation, for all its greater comm onness,
there are fewer records. 'Riguarda cjual son io'— w e have
hardly yet begin to look at or to look." (p. 232)
This sentence ends his final paragraph.
The Italian phrase, "Riguarda qual son io," occurs in the
Paradiso, Canto XXIII, verse 46, which Barbara Reynolds
(who completed the translation of Miss Sayers' version of
the Paradise after Miss Sayers' death) translates this —
Beatrice is speaking — as follows:
"Lift up thine eyes and look on m e awhile;
See what I am; thou hast beheld such things
A s make thee m ighty to endure m y smile."
Williams, not bound by the necessities of terza rima,
translates the first line as
"Open your eyes; see what I am."
In Williams' reading, as in Reynolds/Sayers', the term "I
am" exactly expresses the revelation of divine identity in
those words used in the English versions of the Bible for
the encounter of M oses with the Burning Bush, where God
reveals to him the Divine Name.
The naked daring of this idea, which, at least for those
w hose reading of Dante is guided by Williams, is astound
ing. I'm happy to say that the rest of The Figure of Beatrice,
which gives Williams' reading of Dante in toto, matches the
intensity of this thesis, and w ill make you want to read the
Commedia Divina, for the first time, or again, as it may be,
as if for the first time.
— Nancy-Lou Patterson
1. Barbara Reynolds, The Passionate In tellect (Kent, Ohio: Kent State Uni
versity Press, 1989),p. 14.

